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The activities contained in this book allow teachers to meet the requirements of the English
curriculum document with regard to the Writing strand. The book provides opportunities for the
consolidation of English language skills that children should be equipped with as a result of their
primary schooling.

As shown in the Contents below the approach is basic and simple - teach the skill; reinforce it in
a variety of ways; use it in context as often as possible.

To help the consolidation process wall charts have been provided on the concepts treated in this
book - it is suggested that they are enlarged to A3 size and displayed as a constant reference
point for the class.

Our artist has used the theme of ‘athletic animals’ to provide a little light relief for students doing
the activities in the book.
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TEACHER INFORMATION
Apostrophes are used to indicate that two words have been contracted into one
and that some letters have been left out.

e.g. You are can not

you’re can’t

The apostrophe replaces the letters which have been left
out.
These are lists of contractions used in this book.

am-is-are
I am - I’m

you are - you’re

he is - he’s

she is - she’s

it is - it’s

we are - we’re

they are - they’re

who is - who’s

where is - where’s

when is - when’s

how is - how’s

what is - what’s

not
cannot - can’t

will not - won’t

shall not - shan’t

could not - couldn’t

should not - shouldn’t

would not - wouldn’t

must not - mustn’t

have not - haven’t

has not - hasn’t

had not - hadn’t

is not - isn’t

are not - aren’t

was not - wasn’t

were not - weren’t

do not - don’t

does not - doesn’t

did not - didn’t

will
I will - I’ll

you will - you’ll

he will - he’ll

she will - she’ll

it will - it’ll

we will - we’ll

they will - they’ll

what will - what’ll

when will - when’ll

how will - how’ll

where will - where’ll

have-has-had
I have - I’ve

I had - I’d

you have - you’ve

you had - you’d

he has - he’s

he had - he’d

she has - she’s

she had - she’d

they have - they’ve

they had - they’d

it has - it’s

it had - it’d

would
I would - I’d

you would - you’d

he would - he’d

she would - she’d

it would - it’d

they would - they’d

we would - we’d

Sam
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Name

.......................................... contractions
B.Put apostrophes

in the correct
places.

were ...................

whens ...................

hes ...................

Im ...................

theyre ...................

its ...................

whos ...................

C.Write the full form
of these.

they’re ...........................

you’re ...........................

how’s ...........................

I’m ...........................

we’re ...........................

what’s ...........................

D.Match each contraction to its full form.
shes where is

where’s you are

you’re he is

we’re I am

he’s she is

I’m we are

E.Find contractions from the words listed
above to fill in the spaces below.

.........................sure you can’t see where to go.

Now that .............................. here we can begin.

the name of the book ........................... reading?

............................... ready to start the race now.

am = ’m is = ’s are = ’re

A.Finish these
contractions.

I am I’m

you are you .................

he is he ...................

she is she .................

it is .......................

we are .......................

they are .......................

who is .......................

where is .......................

when is .......................

how is .......................

what is .......................

Sam
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will = ’ll

A.Finish these contractions.
I will I’ll
you will you ......................

he will he ........................

she will she ......................

it will it ..........................

we will we .......................

they will they .....................

what will what ....................

when will when ...................

how will how .....................

where will where ..................

who will who .....................

B.Write the full form.
we’ll ........................

how’ll ........................

you’ll ........................

who’ll ........................

she’ll ........................

D.Match the contraction to
its full form.

they’ll where will
where’ll it will
you’ll they will
she’ll I will
I’ll she will
it’ll you will

E. Find contractions from the words listed above to fill in the spaces below.
When we arrive home............................................................ see the new car.

The girl knows that ..................................................................... get the prize.

I wonder what ................................................say when they see the surprise.

You know.............................................................................. be there on time.

.................................................................. they do with the money they won?

C.Put the
apostrophes in the
correct place.

whatll ........................

Ill ........................

well ........................

whenll ........................

howll ........................

hell ........................Sam
ple


